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The country’s leading expert on organic food delivers the ultimate guide to the new culinary health movement—feasting
on fermented probiotics, from artisanal cheese to kimchi. In his extensive career as a bestselling cookbook author and
TV garden-show host, Jeff Cox has always been keenly aware of the microbiology that helps his garden flourish. He has
long known that microbes keep our bodies healthy as they ferment food, releasing their nutritional power and creating
essential vitamins and enzymes. In The Essential Book of Fermentation, Cox shares a bounty of recipes for nourishing
the internal “garden.” Simplifying the art and science of fermentation, Cox offers a primer on the body’s microbial
ecosystem, complemented by scrumptious recipes, and easy-to-follow pickling and canning techniques. Basics such as
bread and yogurt help readers progress to wine, cheese, and a host of international delicacies, including kim chi and
chow chow. Inspiring and innovative, The Essential Book of Fermentation serves up great taste along with great health
on every page.
From the bestselling author of The Red Tent and Good Harbor, a collection of intimate, autobiographical reflections on
the milestones, revelations, and balancing acts of life as a wife, mother, friend, and member of a religious community.
Before The Red Tent won her international literary acclaim, Anita Diamant was a columnist in Boston. Over the course of
twenty years, she wrote essays that reflected the shape and evolution of her life, as well as the trends of her generation.
In the end, her musings about love and marriage, birth and death, nature versus nurture, politics and religion—and
everything from female friendships to quitting smoking—have created a public diary of the progress of her life that
resonated deeply with her readers. Now, Pitching My Tent collects the finest columns of a writer who is a reporter by
training and a storyteller by heart, all revised and enriched with new material. Personal, inspiring, and often funny,
Pitching My Tent displays the warmth, humor, and wisdom that Diamant's legions of fans have come to cherish.
A Vietnamese Bicycle Days by a stunning new voice in American letters. Andrew X. Pham dreamed of becoming a writer.
Born in Vietnam and raised in California, he held technical jobs at United Airlines-and always carried a letter of
resignation in his briefcase. His father had been a POW of the Vietcong; his family came to America as "boat people." His
sister committed suicide, prompting Andrew to quit his job. He sold all of his possessions and embarked on a year-long
bicycle journey that took him through the Mexican desert, where he was treated as a bueno hermano, a "good brother";
around a thousand-mile loop from Narita to Kyoto in Japan; and, after five months and 2,357 miles, to Saigon, where he
finds "nothing familiar in the bombed-out darkness." In Mexico he's treated kindly as a Vietnamito, though he shouts, "I'm
American, Vietnamese American!" In Vietnam, he's taken for Japanese or Korean by his countrymen, except, of course,
by his relatives, who doubt that as a Vietnamese he has the stamina to complete his journey ("Only Westerners can do
it"); and in the United States he's considered anything but American. A vibrant, picaresque memoir written with narrative
flair and a wonderful, eye-opening sense of adventure, Catfish and Mandala is an unforgettable search for cultural
identity.
Atlit is a holding camp for "illegal" immigrants in Israel in 1945. There, about 270 men and women await their future and
try to recover from their past. Diamant, with infinite compassion and understanding, tells the stories of the women
gathered in this place. Shayndel is a Polish Zionist who fought the Germans with a band of partisans. Leonie is a Parisian
beauty. Tedi is Dutch, a strapping blond who wants only to forget. Zorah survived Auschwitz. Haunted by unspeakable
memories and too many losses to bear, these young women, along with a stunning cast of supporting characters who
work in or pass through Atlit, begin to find salvation in the bonds of friendship and shared experience, as they confront
the challenge of re-creating themselves and discovering a way to live again.
From the day Cobb and Mary meet kayaking on Maine's Allagash River and fall deeply in love, the two approach life with
the same sense of adventure they use to conquer the river's treacherous rapids. But rivers do not let go so easily...and
neither does their love. So when Mary's life takes the cruelest turn, she vows to face those rough waters on her own
terms and asks Cobb to promise, when the time comes, to help her return to their beloved river for one final journey. Set
against the rugged wilderness of Maine, the exotic islands of Indonesia, the sweeping panoramas of Yellowstone
National Park, and the tranquil villages of rural New England, Eternal on the Wateris at once heartbreaking and uplifting
-- a timeless, beautifully rendered story of true love's power.
An epochal saga from the acclaimed author of Remainder, C takes place in the early years of the twentieth century and
ranges from western England to Europe to North Africa. Serge Carrefax spends his childhood at Versoie House, where
his father teaches deaf children to speak when he's not experimenting with wireless telegraphy. Sophie, Serge's sister
and only connection to the world at large, takes outrageous liberties with Serge's young body — which may explain the
unusual sexual predilections that haunt him for the rest of his life. After recuperating from a mysterious illness at a
Bohemian spa, Serge serves in World War I as a radio operator. C culminates in a bizarre scene in an Egyptian
catacomb where all Serge's paths and relationships at last converge. Tom McCarthy's mesmerizing, often hilarious
accomplishment effortlessly blends the generational breadth of Ian McEwan with the postmodern wit of Thomas Pynchon
and marks a writer rapidly becoming one of the most significant and original voices of his generation.
Father Boyle started Homeboy Industries nearly 20 years ago, which has served members of more than half of the gangs
in Los Angeles. This collection presents parables about kinship and the sacredness of life drawn from Boyle's years of
working with gangs.
A retelling of the biblical story of King David and Queen Michal follows Michal, who lived and reigned in David's court for
more than forty years, as she speaks about her hopes and fears while war, betrayal, death, and prophecy rage through
the Promised L
A brutally honest story about fat prejudice in America--and one woman's experience with radical weight loss after a lifetime of fat shaming
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Kara Richardson Whitely thought she could do anything. After all, she climbed Mount Kilimanjaro--three times! But now she's off the mountain
and back home again, and there's one thing she just can't manage to do--lose weight. In many ways, Kara is living the life of everywoman,
except that she's not everywoman because she weighs 300 pounds. Her weight is a constant source of conflict and shame, as the people
from every corner of her life--from her daughter's teacher to her mother-in-law--judge Kara for the size of her body. When it becomes just too
much to tolerate, Kara turns to weight-loss surgery, a choice that transforms her body--and her life. Kara's story is one of living as a fat
woman in America, where fat prejudice is rampant despite our nation's pandemic of obesity. In this fresh, raw memoir, Kara reveals this epic
contradiction, and offers a shocking comparison of life before and after radical weight loss.
Follows the growing friendship between fifty-nine-year-old Kathleen, recently diagnosed with breast cancer, and the slightly younger Joyce,
increasingly distant from her teenage daughter and struggling to write a second novel.
A guide to creating and maintaining a reading group presents innovative ideas on how to enhance the book club experience, providing lists of
ten key titles in a variety of literary genres, tips on special places for meetings, and drink and food recipes.
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! “If you liked Where the Crawdads Sing, you’ll love This Tender Land...This story is as bighearted as they come.” —Parade The unforgettable story of four orphans who travel the Mississippi River on a life-changing odyssey during
the Great Depression. In the summer of 1932, on the banks of Minnesota’s Gilead River, Odie O’Banion is an orphan confined to the Lincoln
Indian Training School, a pitiless place where his lively nature earns him the superintendent’s wrath. Forced to flee after committing a terrible
crime, he and his brother, Albert, their best friend, Mose, and a brokenhearted little girl named Emmy steal away in a canoe, heading for the
mighty Mississippi and a place to call their own. Over the course of one summer, these four orphans journey into the unknown and cross
paths with others who are adrift, from struggling farmers and traveling faith healers to displaced families and lost souls of all kinds. With the
feel of a modern classic, This Tender Land is an enthralling, big-hearted epic that shows how the magnificent American landscape connects
us all, haunts our dreams, and makes us whole.
A story of first love and family loss follows the estrangement between daredevil Jude and her loner twin brother, Noah, as a result of a
mysterious event that is brought to light by a beautiful, broken boy and a new mentor. Simultaneous eBook.
In a remote corner of West Africa, Monique Dembele saved lives and dispensed hope every day in a place where childbirth is a life-and-death
matter. Monique and the Mango Rains is the compelling story of the authors decade-long friendship with Monique, an extraordinary midwife
in rural Mali. It is a tale of Moniques unquenchable passion to better the lives of women and children in the face of poverty, unhappy
marriages, and endless backbreaking work, as well as her tragic and ironic death. In the course of this deeply personal narrative, as readers
immerse in village life and learn firsthand the rhythms of Moniques world, they come to know her as a friend, as a mother, and as an inspired
woman who struggled to find her place in a male-dominated world.
Instant New York Times Bestseller From the internationally bestselling author of What She Left Behind comes a gripping and powerful tale of
upheaval—a heartbreaking saga of resilience and hope perfect for fans of Beatriz Williams and Kristin Hannah—set in Philadelphia during the
1918 Spanish Flu outbreak—the deadly pandemic that went on to infect one-third of the world’s population… “Readers will not be able to help
making comparisons to the COVID-19 pandemic, and how little has changed since 1918. Wiseman has written a touching tale of loss,
survival, and perseverance with some light fantastical elements. Highly recommended.” —Booklist “An immersive historical tale with chilling
twists and turns. Beautifully told and richly imagined.” —Stephanie Dray, New York Times bestselling author of America’s First Daughter In
the fall of 1918, thirteen-year-old German immigrant Pia Lange longs to be far from Philadelphia’s overcrowded slums and the anti-immigrant
sentiment that compelled her father to enlist in the U.S. Army. But as her city celebrates the end of war, an even more urgent threat arrives:
the Spanish flu. Funeral crepe and quarantine signs appear on doors as victims drop dead in the streets and desperate survivors wear white
masks to ward off illness. When food runs out in the cramped tenement she calls home, Pia must venture alone into the quarantined city in
search of supplies, leaving her baby brothers behind. Bernice Groves has become lost in grief and bitterness since her baby died from the
Spanish flu. Watching Pia leave her brothers alone, Bernice makes a shocking, life-altering decision. It becomes her sinister mission to tear
families apart when they’re at their most vulnerable, planning to transform the city’s orphans and immigrant children into what she feels are
“true Americans.” Waking in a makeshift hospital days after collapsing in the street, Pia is frantic to return home. Instead, she is taken to St.
Vincent’s Orphan Asylum – the first step in a long and arduous journey. As Bernice plots to keep the truth hidden at any cost in the months
and years that follow, Pia must confront her own shame and fear, risking everything to see justice – and love – triumph at last. Powerful,
harrowing, and ultimately exultant, The Orphan Collector is a story of love, resilience, and the lengths we will go to protect those who need us
most. “Wiseman’s writing is superb, and her descriptions of life during the Spanish Flu epidemic are chilling. Well-researched and impossible
to put down, this is an emotional tug-of-war played out brilliantly on the pages and in readers’ hearts.” —The Historical Novels Review,
EDITOR’S CHOICE “Wiseman’s depiction of the horrifying spread of the Spanish flu is eerily reminiscent of the present day and resonates
with realistic depictions of suffering, particularly among the poorer immigrant population.” —Publishers Weekly (Boxed Review) “Reading the
novel in the time of COVID-19 adds an even greater resonance, and horror, to the description of the fatal spread of that 1918 flu.” —Kirkus
Review “An emotional roller coaster…I felt Pia’s strength, courage, guilt, and grief come through the pages clear as day.” —The Seattle Book
Review
1970s Afghanistan: Twelve-year-old Amir is desperate to win the local kite-fighting tournament and his loyal friend Hassan promises to help
him. But neither of the boys can foresee what will happen to Hassan that afternoon, an event that is to shatter their lives... Since its
publication in 2003, The Kite Runner has sold twenty one million copies worldwide. Through Khaled Hosseini's brilliant writing, a previously
unknown part of the world was brought to life. Now in this beautifully illustrated, four-colour graphic novel adaptation, The Kite Runner is
given a vibrant new life which is sure to compel a new generation of readers.

In this modern classic interpretation of the biblical story of Dinah, Anita Diamant imagines the traditions and turmoils of
ancient womanhood--the world of The Red Tent, a New York Times bestseller and the basis of the A&E/Lifetime miniseries. Twentieth Anniversary Edition In the Bible, Dinah's life is only hinted at in a brief and violent detour within the
more familiar chapters of the Book of Genesis that tell of her father, Jacob, and his twelve sons. The Red Tent begins
with the story of the mothers--Leah, Rachel, Zilpah, and Bilhah--the four wives of Jacob. They love Dinah and give her
gifts that sustain her through childhood, a calling to midwifery, and a new home in a foreign land. Dinah's story reaches
out from a remarkable period of early history and creates an intimate connection with the past. Deeply affecting, The Red
Tent combines rich storytelling and the valuable achievement of presenting a new view of biblical women's lives.
Perhaps only the animals can tell us what it is to be human The souls of ten animals caught up in human conflicts over
the last century and connected to both famous and little-known writers in surprising ways tell their astonishing stories of
life and death. In a trench on the Western Front, a cat recalls her owner Colette's theatrical antics in Paris. In Nazi
Germany, a dog seeks enlightenment. A Russian tortoise once owned by the Tolstoys drifts in space during the Cold
War. During the Siege of Sarajevo, a starving bear tells a fairy tale. And a dolphin sent to Iraq by the U.S. Navy writes a
letter to Sylvia Plath. Exquisitely written, playful, and poignant, Ceridwen Dovey's Only the Animals is a remarkable
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literary achievement by one of our brightest young writers. An animal's-eye-view of humans at our brutal, violent worst
and our creative, imaginative best, it asks us to find our way back to empathy not only for animals but for other people,
and to believe again in the redemptive power of reading and writing fiction.
The founder of Blackwater offers the gripping true story of the world’s most controversial military contractor. In 1997,
former Navy SEAL Erik Prince started a business that would recruit civilians for the riskiest security jobs in the world. As
Blackwater’s reputation grew, demand for its services escalated, and its men eventually completed nearly 100,000
missions for both the Bush and Obama administrations. It was a huge success except for one problem: Blackwater was
demonized around the world. Its employees were smeared as mercenaries, profiteers, or worse. And because of the
secrecy requirements of its contracts with the Pentagon, the State Department, and the CIA, Prince was unable to correct
false information. But now he’s finally able to tell the full story about some of the biggest controversies of the War on
Terror, in a memoir that reads like a thriller.
The story of a former Evangelical Christian turned openly gay atheist who now works to bridge the divide between
atheists and the religious The stunning popularity of the “New Atheist” movement—whose most famous spokesmen
include Richard Dawkins, Sam Harris, and the late Christopher Hitchens—speaks to both the growing ranks of atheists
and the widespread, vehement disdain for religion among many of them. In Faitheist, Chris Stedman tells his own story to
challenge the orthodoxies of this movement and make a passionate argument that atheists should engage religious
diversity respectfully. Becoming aware of injustice, and craving community, Stedman became a “born-again” Christian in
late childhood. The idea of a community bound by God’s love—a love that was undeserved, unending, and
guaranteed—captivated him. It was, he writes, a place to belong and a framework for making sense of suffering. But
Stedman’s religious community did not embody this idea of God’s love: they were staunchly homophobic at a time when
he was slowly coming to realize that he was gay. The great suffering this caused him might have turned Stedman into a
life-long New Atheist. But over time he came to know more open-minded Christians, and his interest in service work
brought him into contact with people from a wide variety of religious backgrounds. His own religious beliefs might have
fallen away, but his desire to change the world for the better remained. Disdain and hostility toward religion was holding
him back from engaging in meaningful work with people of faith. And it was keeping him from full relationships with
them—the kinds of relationships that break down intolerance and improve the world. In Faitheist, Stedman draws on his
work organizing interfaith and secular communities, his academic study of religion, and his own experiences to argue for
the necessity of bridging the growing chasm between atheists and the religious. As someone who has stood on both
sides of the divide, Stedman is uniquely positioned to present a way for atheists and the religious to find common ground
and work together to make this world—the one world we can all agree on—a better place.
It's 1960, in America, at a prestigious boys' public school, a place of privilege that places great emphasis on its
democratic ideals. A teenage boy in his final year, on a scholarship, has learned to fit in with his adoptive tribe while
concealing as much as possible about himself and his background. Class is ever present, but the only acknowledged
snobbery is a literary snobbery. These boys' heroes are writers - Fitzgerald, Cummings, Kerouac. They want to be writers
themselves, and the school has a tradition whereby once a term big names from the literary world are invited to visit. A
contest takes place with the boys admitting a piece of writing and the winner having a private audience with the visitor.
When it is announced that Hemingway will be the next to come to the school, competition among the boys is intense, and
the morals the school and the boys hold dear - honour, loyalty and friendship - are tested. No one writes more astutely
than Wolff about the process by which character is formed, and here he illuminates the irresistible strength, even the
violence, of the self-creative urge. This is a novel that, in its power and its beauty, in its precision and its humanity, is at
once contemporary and timeless.
Fans around the world adore the bestselling No. 1 Ladies’ Detective Agency series and its proprietor, Precious
Ramotswe, Botswana’s premier lady detective. In this charming series, Mma Ramotswe—with help from her loyal
associate, Grace Makutsi—navigates her cases and her personal life with wisdom, good humor, and the occasional cup of
tea. In this story, Precious Ramotswe deals with issues of mistaken identity and great fortune against the beautiful
backdrop of Botswana’s remote and striking Okavango Delta. Mma Ramotswe and Mma Makutsi head to a safari camp
to carry out a delicate mission on behalf of a former guest who has left one of the guides a large sum of money. But once
they find their man, Precious begins to sense that something is not right. To make matters worse, shortly before their
departure Mma Makutsi’s fiancé, Phuti Radiphuti, suffers a debilitating accident, and when his aunt moves in to take
care of him, she also pushes Mma Makutsi out of the picture. Could she be trying to break up the relationship? Finally, a
local priest and his wife independently approach Mma Ramotswe with concerns of infidelity, creating a rather unusual
and tricky situation. Nevertheless, Precious is confident that with a little patience, kindness and good sense things will
work out for the best, something that will delight her many fans.
This new edition of Friedman's landmark book explains the flattening of the world better than ever- and takes a new
measure of the effects of this change on each of us.
In 1996 physicist Alan Sokal published an essay in Social Text--an influential academic journal of cultural studies--touting
the deep similarities between quantum gravitational theory and postmodern philosophy. Soon thereafter, the essay was
revealed as a brilliant parody, a catalog of nonsense written in the cutting-edge but impenetrable lingo of postmodern
theorists. The event sparked a furious debate in academic circles and made the headlines of newspapers in the U.S. and
abroad. Now in Fashionable Nonsense: Postmodern Intellectuals' Abuse of Science, Sokal and his fellow physicist Jean
Bricmont expand from where the hoax left off. In a delightfully witty and clear voice, the two thoughtfully and thoroughly
dismantle the pseudo-scientific writings of some of the most fashionable French and American intellectuals. More
generally, they challenge the widespread notion that scientific theories are mere "narrations" or social constructions.
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Millionaire ex-detective Jackson Brodie follows his girlfriend to Edinburgh for the famous arts festival, but when he witnesses a
brutal attack on a man, he becomes caught up in a string of events that draws him into a deadly conspiracy.
The twelfth installment in the beloved, bestselling series is once again a beautiful blend of wit and wisdom, and a profoundly
touching tale of the human heart. Precious Ramotswe is haunted by a dream in which she is driving her dear old white van. Grace
Makutsi dreams that her 97 percent on the Botswana Secretarial College exam was a mistake. When Mma Ramotswe discovers
that her van is actually still in use (and, of course, sets out to retrieve it), Mma Makutsi wonders whether her dream will turn out to
be prophetic as well. They can only wait and see, but, in the meantime, one of Phuti Radiphuti's apprentices has gotten a girl
pregnant and, under pressure to marry her, has run away. Naturally, it is up to Precious and Grace to help the couple work things
out. In other developments, Mma Ramotswe investigates a case of rural jealousy in which cattle are being poisoned. Add to the
mix Violet Sephotho's newly begun, already unstoppable run for the Botswana Parliament and the possibility that wedding bells
may finally ring for Phuti Radiphuti and Grace Makutsi — whose love for each other is as great as their love for Botswana — and we
have a charming and delightful tale from the inimitable Alexander McCall Smith.
"In Yemen in 1920 ... Adela Damari's parents desperately seek a future husband for their young daughter. After passage of the
Orphan's Decree, any unbetrothed Jewish child left orphaned will be instantly adopted by the local Muslim community. With her
parents' health failing, and no spousal prospects in sight, Adela's situation looks dire until her uncle arrives from a faraway city,
bringing with him a cousin and aunt who introduce Adela to the powerful rituals of henna tattooing"--Amazon.com.
The Reading Group Insider is a valuable resource for everything you need to know about reading groups. If you are looking for
ideas to enhance your current group's experiences, interested in joining a reading group, or starting one of your own, the
suggestions within The Reading Group Insider will get you started on the right path. This is the place to find excerpts to browse for
help with choosing good discussion titles; Q&As with the authors of some tried and true reading group picks; recipes to
complement what you're reading; tips on how to start or join a reading group of your own; travel and field trip ideas to spice up
your meetings; and much more. Suggested discussion questions are provided for different genres and types of books, including
book-to-film adaptations and memoirs. Over 50 suggestions of reading group titles from both favorite and emerging authors are
presented within as well, all with extra content or reading group guides included so that the resources you need are right at your
fingertips. Once you've consulted The Reading Group Insider, you'll be eager to start reading, meeting and discussing! (A
Publication of The eBook Insider Series)
"A rare and exquisite story . . . Transports you out of time, out of place, into a world you can feel on your very skin." —Elizabeth
Gilbert The New York Times bestseller Janice Y.K. Lee's latest novel, The Expatriates, is now available from Penguin In the
sweeping tradition of The English Patient, Janice Y.K. Lee's debut novel is a tale of love and betrayal set in war-torn Hong Kong.
In 1942, Englishman Will Truesdale falls headlong into a passionate relationship with Trudy Liang, a beautiful Eurasian socialite.
But their affair is soon threatened by the invasion of the Japanese as World War II overwhelms their part of the world. Ten years
later, Claire Pendleton comes to Hong Kong to work as a piano teacher and also begins a fateful affair. As the threads of this
spellbinding novel intertwine, impossible choices emerge-between love and safety, courage and survival, the present, and above
all, the past.
A detective and FBI agent join forces on what seems like an open-and-shut case—but a new rash of killings sends them on a pulsepounding race against time in this intense thriller. Michael and Megan Fitzgerald are siblings who share a terrifying past. Both
adopted, and now grown—Michael is a long-haul truck driver, Megan a college student majoring in psychology—they trust each
other before anyone else. They've had to. Their parents are public intellectuals, an Ivy League clinical psychologist and a
renowned psychiatrist, and they brought up their adopted children in a rarefied, experimental environment. It sheltered them from
the world's harsh realities, but it also forced secrets upon them, secrets they keep at all costs. In Los Angeles, Detective Garrett
Dobbs and FBI Agent Jessica Gimble have joined forces to work a murder that seems like a dead cinch. Their chief suspect is
quickly identified and apprehended—but then there's another killing just like the one they've been investigating. And another. And
not just in Los Angeles—the spree spreads across the country. The Fitzgerald family comes to the investigators' attention, but
Dobbs and Gimble are at a loss—if one of the four is involved, which Fitzgerald might it be? From coastal California to upstate New
York, Dobbs and Gimble race against time and across state lines to stop an ingenious and deeply deranged killer—one whose dark
and twisted appetites put them outside the range of logic or experience.
Set in a travelling circus touring the backblocks of America during the Great Depression of the early 1930s this is a story of love
and hate, trains and circuses, dwarves and fat ladies, horses and elephants - or to be more specific, one elephant, Rosie, star of
Benzini Bros Most Spectacular Show on Earth . . . Now a major motion picture.
From the bestselling author of Midwives comes a thought-provoking story about gender, love, and new relationships. When Allison
Banks develops a crush on Dana Stevens, she knows that he will give her what she needs most: attention, gentleness, kindness,
passion. Her daughter, Carly, enthusiastically witnesses the change in her mother. But then a few months into their relationship,
Dana tells Allison his secret: he has always been certain that he is a woman born into the wrong skin, and soon he will transition.
Allison, overwhelmed by the depth of her passion, finds herself unable to leave Dana. By deciding to stay, she finds she must
confront questions most people never even consider. Not only will her own life and Carly’s be irrevocably changed, she will have
to contend with the outrage of a small Vermont community and come to terms with her lover’s new body–hoping against hope that
her love will transcend the physical.

Empress Elizabeth of Austria, known as Sisi, is the Princess Diana of nineteenth-century Europe. Famously beautiful, as
captured in a portrait with diamond stars in her hair, she is unfulfilled in her marriage to the older Emperor Franz Joseph.
Sisi has spent years evading the stifling formality of royal life on her private train or yacht or, whenever she can, on the
back of a horse. Captain Bay Middleton is dashing, young, and the finest horseman in England. He is also impoverished,
with no hope of buying the horse needed to win the Grand National—until he meets Charlotte Baird. A clever, plainspoken
heiress whose money gives her a choice among suitors, Charlotte falls in love with Bay, the first man to really notice her,
for his vulnerability as well as his glamour. When Sisi joins the legendary hunt organized by Earl Spencer in England,
Bay is asked to guide her on the treacherous course. Their shared passion for riding leads to an infatuation that
jeopardizes the growing bond between Bay and Charlotte, and threatens all of their futures. The Fortune Hunter, a
brilliant new novel by Daisy Goodwin, is a lush, irresistible story of the public lives and private longings of grand historical
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figures.
The red tent is the place where women gather during their cycles of birthing, menses, and even illness. Like the
conversations and mysteries held within this feminine tent, this sweeping piece of fiction offers an insiders look at the
daily life of a biblical sorority of mothers, wives, and daughters.
“An excellent novel. A lovely and moving portrait of society’s outcasts…affirms the essential humanity of its poor and
stubborn residents, for whom each day of survival is a victory” (The New York Times Book Review). Set on the high
ground at the heart of Cape Ann, the village of Dogtown is peopled by widows, orphans, spinsters, scoundrels, whores,
free Africans, and “witches.” Among the inhabitants of this hamlet are Black Ruth, who dresses as a man and works as a
stonemason; Mrs. Stanley, an imperious madam whose grandson, Sammy, comes of age in her brothel; Oliver Younger,
who survives a miserable childhood at the hands of his aunt; and Cornelius Finson, a freed slave. At the center of it all is
Judy Rhines, a fiercely independent soul, deeply lonely, who nonetheless builds a life for herself against all imaginable
odds. Rendered in stunning, haunting detail, with Anita Diamant’s keen ear for language and profound compassion for
her characters, The Last Days of Dogtown is an extraordinary retelling of a long-forgotten chapter of early American life.
When Addie Baum's 22-year old granddaughter asks her about her childhood, Addie realises the moment has come to
relive the full history that shaped her. Addie Baum was a Boston Girl, born in 1900 to immigrant Jewish parents who lived
a very modest life. But Addie's intelligence and curiosity propelled her to a more modern path. Addie wanted to finish high
school and to go to college. She wanted a career, to find true love. She wanted to escape the confines of her family. And
she did. Told against the backdrop of World War I, and written with the same immense emotional impact that has made
Diamant's previous novels bestsellers, The Boston Girl is a moving portrait of one woman's complicated life in the early
20th Century, and a window into the lives of all women seeking to understand the world around them.
* INSTANT NATIONAL BESTSELLER * Amazon Editors' Pick for Best Book of the Year in Fiction "Visceral and haunting"
(New York Times Book Review) · "Hopeful" (Washington Post) · "Powerful" (Los Angeles Times) · "Thrilling" (TIME) ·
"Tantalizingly beautiful" (Elle) · "Suspenseful, atmospheric" (Vogue) · "Aching and poignant" (Guardian) · "Gripping" (The
Economist) Franny Stone has always been the kind of woman who is able to love but unable to stay. Leaving behind
everything but her research gear, she arrives in Greenland with a singular purpose: to follow the last Arctic terns in the
world on what might be their final migration to Antarctica. Franny talks her way onto a fishing boat, and she and the crew
set sail, traveling ever further from shore and safety. But as Franny’s history begins to unspool—a passionate love affair,
an absent family, a devastating crime—it becomes clear that she is chasing more than just the birds. When Franny's dark
secrets catch up with her, how much is she willing to risk for one more chance at redemption? Epic and intimate,
heartbreaking and galvanizing, Charlotte McConaghy's Migrations is an ode to a disappearing world and a breathtaking
page-turner about the possibility of hope against all odds.
In 1961 Kenya, archaeologist Natalie Nelson falls in love with the son of the excavating team's leader, an affair that turns
dangerous when she must give evidence in a trial that could spark violence and turmoil in the surrounding area.
Where does Ebola originate? How does it spread? And what should governments do to stop it? Few people understand
the answers to these questions better than Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Laurie Garrett. In this masterful account of the
1995 Ebola outbreak in Zaire, Garrett, now the Senior Fellow for Global Health at the Council on Foreign Relations,
shows how superstition and fear, compounded by a lack of resources, education, and clearheaded government planning
have plagued our response to Ebola. In an extensive new introduction, Garrett forcefully argues that learning from past
outbreaks is the key to solving the Ebola crisis of 2014. In her account of the 1995 Zaire outbreak, first published in her
bestselling book Betrayal of Trust, Garrett takes readers through the epidemic's course-beginning with the Kikwit villager
who first contracted it from an animal encounter while chopping wood for charcoal deep in the forest. As she documents
the outbreak in riveting detail, Garrett shows why our trust in world governments to protect people's health has been
irrevocably broken. She details the international community's engagement in the epidemic's aftermath: a pattern of
response and abandonment, urgency that devolves into amnesia. Ebola: Story of an Outbreak is essential reading for
anyone who wants to comprehend Ebola, one of mankind's most mysterious, malicious scourges. Garrett has issued a
powerful call for governments, citizens, and the disease-fighting agencies of the wealthy world to take action.
Based on the Book of Genesis, Dinah shares her perspective on religious practices and sexul politics.
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